
 

 

 

 

 

Das kleine und sehr feine Camphill „Friends of Camphill India“ am Rande von Bangalore sucht 

(internationale) Mitarbeiter:innen! 

 

We are ready to invite new dear colleagues: 

1. House-Parents  

House parents will have the end responsibility for the overall well-being of the 12 residents in their 

house, plus the staff. Also, the overall care for the maintenance of the house. Main task is to create a 

home for all. House parents can join as single, as a couple or with a small family. Experience with 

adults with developmental challenges is required. 

2. Caretakers  

Caretakers will be working under the guidance of the house parents and provide the support and 

company for the 12 male and female residents in a house. They assist the residents with their self-

care, their house chores, their free time activities and their work in various workshops. 

Care takers are also residing on campus. They have to be 19 years minimum.  Interest to learn is the 

biggest requirement. 

3. Organic Farmers  

Our 5 acres of organic/bio-dynamic farming we have 6 cows, fruit trees, with vegetable, grains, 

pulses and peanuts cultivation.  

We would love to connect with enthusiastic young, powerful idealistic young people with experience 

in the farming field. Already for three years the land has been cultivated intensively. We combine the 

Farmers with social therapy. Our special needs friends always join the work. 

 4. Cowherd for six cows  

A new cowshed has been designed and will be constructed in the near future. Our 6 cows will shift to 

Mysore when the building is ready. We are looking for a cowherd, person who can take full care of 

the cows. With also help from other members of the community. 

 5.Cow grass cutter 

In Bannerghatta, till the shift to Mysore happens we need a person who can cut grass for the cows. 

The grass can be cut from the neighboring ground because grazing is not allowed. The person will cut 

daily 6 big bags of grass in the neighboring compound. 

 Visit us for here for more details  https://friendsofcamphillindia.in/  

 Bei Fragen einfach bei Felix melden: mailto:f.hennig@freunde-waldorf.de oder per Whatsapp bei 

Francis: +91 99453 26740 
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